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NEW QUESTION: 1
What technique will you use to give the professional look to overall document?
A. Change the look by formatting.
B. Create a template.
C. Create a theme.
D. Create a Quick Style.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Themes are used for creating a professional
and well-designed document with customized settings. Answer option C is incorrect. A
template is used to provide a common layout across multiple pages in a document.Answer
option D is incorrect. A Quick Style is used to store formatting and then applying the same to
different parts. Answer option A is incorrect. This option will take a lot of time in setting the
same format every time for different documents.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A discretionary account authorization permits a registered representative to decide:
A. all of the above.
B. whether to make a purchase or a sale.
C. what specific asset to purchase or sell.
D. how much of an asset to buy or sell for the account.
Answer: A
Explanation:
A discretionary account authorization permits a registered representative to decide on all

three issues-whether to make a purchase or a sale; what specific asset should be purchased or
sold; and
how much of that asset to buy or sell.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. 127.0.0.1
B. 172.31.1.1
C. 19.22.37.1
D. 239.15.12.1
E. 10.1.7.19
Answer: B,E
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